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Noble’s fleet

15 Drillships 4 Semi-submersibles 13 Jackups



Source: The Guardian, Tim Webb, 28 October 2010

Major accidents



Health, Safety & Environment (HSE)



Investigation of incidents
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The safety plateau

Source: IMCA. 2021 Safety Statistics



Safety-I and Safety-II

The focus of Safety-II:
Learn from everything – both 
success and failure, including 
what is covered by Safety-I

The focus of Safety-I:
Learn from failure, mistakes, 
incidents and accidents

Source: Hollnagel, E. et al. (2015). From Safety-I to Safety-II: A White Paper.



Different ways of learning about safety

Safety-I Safety-II
Learning from failure and adverse events Learning from positive practice

Negative cases Positive examples

Trial and error Positive reinforcement

Fixing and patching the holes to prevent failure 
from happening again

Building capacity and resilience based on positive 
observations

Reactive Proactive



Core concepts in contemporary safety research

Safety-I and Safety-II • Two different ways of learning about safety: Learning from failure and learning 
from normal successful work

Safety as Capacity • The idea that safety is the presence of capacity and quality in a system (e.g., 
resilience) rather than the absence of adverse events and incidents. 

• Safety is ”what to encourage” and not ”what to avoid”, i.e., safety is about 
adding or building capacity

Safety Differently • People are not the problem to control, they are the solution. 
• Rather than intervening in worker behavior, intervene in the conditions of 

their work. 
• Measure safety as the presence of positive capacities. 

Resilience 
engineering

• Building safe systems through strong connections between the elements in 
the system

• If part of the system breaks down, other parts will compensate



The top-down and bottom-up approach to safety

Top-down:
• Rules and regulations
• Procedures
• Tools and equipment
• Formal systems
• ”What to avoid”

Bottom-up:
• Capacity
• Resilience
• Crew’s reflections
• Psychological safety
• ”What to encourage”





Building capacity

Top-down

Bottom-up



Learning from Normal Work and the new view on safety

The existing approach The new approach
How do we define safety? As the absence of incidents As the presence of a positive 

quality or capacity
How do we learn about safety? We study failure We study successful work
How do we talk about safety? We talk about incidents and 

accidents and what not to do
We talk about positive 
examples of how safety can be 
added to the processes

How do we improve safety? We fix and patch the holes to 
prevent failure from happening 
again

We learn how to improve the 
processes and how to add 
safety to them to make them 
stronger and safer



Learning from Normal Work in 
the oil & gas industry

• Report from The International Association of Oil & Gas 
Producers: ”Learning from Normal Work”, IOGP Report 
642, November 2022

• Safety Collaboration Forum 2022: Letter signed by Total, 
Chevron, BP, Shell & Exxon talking about “learn from 
safe work” and “learning from normal work”

• Jan-Erik Hidle, HSSEQ Manager - Investigation - at Aker BP 
ASA about learning from normal work in Alwayssafe.no 
video Q1, 2023

• Learning from Normal Work is a topic on several oil and 
gas conferences in 2023-2024: IADC conferences in 
Stavanger and Kuala Lumpur in 2023, Petronas Safety 
Day and IADC Health Safety Environment & Training, 
Houston, Feb 2024



Noble’s approach to Learning from 
Normal Work



Investigation and Operational Learning

We would like to combine
• Learning from adverse events, incidents, and near misses, 

i.e., learning from failure
and
• Learning from normal and successful work, i.e., learning 

from positive practice



The fundamental  mechanics of Learning from Normal Work



The Learning from Normal Work project

Learning from 
Normal Work 
Studies & 
observations

Learnings and 
insights
Learning material
Learning Cards
Positive Examples

Existing tools
• Toolbox Talks
• Safety meetings
• Active Cards
• After Action 

Reviews
• Procedures & 

guidelines
• Control of Work

Learning Teams
• Generic
• Theme based

Training
• Leadership 

training
• Ramp-up of new 

crew

Results and effects
• Better 

performance
• Safe and efficient 

behaviors
• Reflection-in-

action (System 2)
• Building capacity
• Continuous 

improvements
• Procedural 

compliance

Production of learning material:
The human factors team and a specially 
trained group of Safety Professionals

Implementation and use 
of the learning material:

On board leaders and Safety 
Professionals in general



Collecting positive examples



The Learning from Normal Work project

Learning from 
Normal Work 
Studies & 
observations

Learnings and 
insights
Learning material
Learning Cards
Positive Examples

Existing tools
• Toolbox Talks
• Safety meetings
• Active Cards
• After Action 

Reviews
• Procedures & 

guidelines
• Control of Work

Learning Teams
• Generic
• Theme based

Training
• Leadership 

training
• Ramp-up of new 

crew

Results and effects
• Better 

performance
• Safe and efficient 

behaviors
• Reflection-in-

action (System 2)
• Building capacity
• Continuous 

improvements
• Procedural 

compliance

Production of learning material:
The human factors team and a specially 
trained group of Safety Professionals

Implementation and use 
of the learning material:

On board leaders and Safety 
Professionals in general



The Rapid Ethnography Method

Traditional ethnography Rapid Ethnography

Time Months or years Hours or days

Preconception None Allowed

Focus None Allowed

Number of observers 1 2

Data Only observations Observations, data from 
informants and observer 
discussions





Making observations on board 
the rig

• Work in the red zone and red zone management

• Intervention related activities, e.g., change the BHA

• Lifting operations

• Maintenance and re-design of equipment

• Skidding the derrick

• Helicopter arrivals



Observation methods

We will use different methods for our observations depending on the 
situation:

• Silent observation – being ”the fly on the wall” and just watching the 
action

• Observation and interaction with people – observing the process and 
asking questions to the persons being observed for them to elaborate 
on, having small on-site conversations where the people can point and 
explain

• Thinking-aloud – observing a person perform a job while he is describing 
and elaborating on his actions, i.e., thinking aloud

• Recording photo and video for documentation



The Learning from Normal Work Study

What it is not What it is

• It is not an audit
• It is not an inspection
• We do not look for or record 

failures and mistakes
• We do not look for or record 

procedural non-compliance
• We do not point fingers or make 

judgmental calls
• We do not act as an authority, 

e.g., teaching the personnel 
what to do

• It is an observation of normal 
everyday successful work

• We look for good examples of 
how safety is added to the 
process 

• We record only positive 
observations, learnings and 
insights

• We are open minded and 
inspired by our observations

• We have a focus on the 
psychological safety of the 
personnel we observe



The ”Expert Bias”: Observing from outside a system and from within a system

Observing from outside a system:
+ Neutral and unbiased observations
+ Questioning the obvious
÷ Incomplete understanding of context
÷ Some events and actions cannot be decoded

Observing from within a system:
+ Deep understanding of context and subject 
matter
+ First hand perspective on actions
÷ Risk of bias
÷ Risk of being ”home blind”



Results and examples from the data 
collection



The Human Factors System
People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007
Grech et al., 2008



Summary of results
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People – People interaction People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007

48 observations out 163



Using different communication 
modalities

What happened?

• The crew on the drill floor wrote the serial numbers of the pipes they 
used to build stands on a board posted in front of and facing the 
driller’s cabin.

• Numbers were written from bottom and up representing the order in 
which they appear in the stand.

Why is this a good idea?

• Using written communication as a supplement to or instead of verbal 
radio communication has two advantages: (1) It helps cross checking of 
the information and (2) it makes information persistent.

How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• There is the risk that numbers or information is misunderstood when 
communicated verbally over radio. The use of a board will help prevent 
misunderstandings and mistakes.

• Written information is persistent (does not disappear like verbal 
communication) and therefore do not rely on human memory which 
can be fragile. It is possible to check information on the board again 
should it be forgotten.



People – Environment Interaction People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007

21 observations out 163



The ”Stop and Think” barrier

• The border between the Red Zone 1 and Red Zone 2 is 
marked by a red line on the drill floor

• In this example, there is an additional tape serving as “stop 
and think” barrier

• The idea is, that unintended automated (System 1) 
behaviour, e.g., walking in and out of the Red Zone when not 
authorized, is changed to reflected behaviour (stop and 
think, System 2 thinking)

• The stop and think barrier was discussed at the TBT because 
the actions on the drill floor were expected to be repetitive 
and  in a fast pace where it would be likely that roughnecks 
would drop from System 2 to System 1 thinking.

• TBT: “The “Stop and think” barrier between Red Zone 1 and 
Red Zone 2 should be installed because they [roughnecks] 
should go out to alternative stand by position [at the side of 
the Driller’s Cabin] and it will go so fast that it is easy to 
forget”.



People – Process Interaction People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007

27 observations out 163



Waiting as an activity and primary task

• Observing movements of equipment
• Looking up
• Maintaining eye contact with Driller’s Cabin
• Observing for failures, risks and unexpected issues to report and/or use the Stop the Job 

authority
• Policing the Red Zone



People – Technology Interaction People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007

27 observations out 163



Confirmation of equipment

What happened?

• The roughneck approached the driller’s cabin with an object 
and presented it in front of the driller to have confirmation.

Why is this a good idea?

• Working with the right equipment is essential for the success 
of the job, and cross-checking equipment with the driller is a 
way to make sure that the equipment is the right one for the 
job.

How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• Cross-checking equipment will add safety to the process 
because it will support identification of potential wrong 
equipment which could lead to further mistakes or failure.



Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) People (as individuals)

People (in 
groups)

Technology

Processes

Environment

Society and 
culture

Organisation

Koester, 2007

40 observations out 163



Avoid working with a sense of 
urgency

What happened?

• During the TBT the driller reminded the crew that they 
should take the time they need for the job and with no need 
to rush.

Why is this a good idea?

• Everyone should be aware that it is important not to rush, 
but it is always a good idea to bring a reminder.

How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• Working in an atmosphere of urgency can lead to more 
mistakes and possible re-work where work must be done 
again to correct mistakes. Therefore, working with a sense of 
urgency might look more efficient but actually it is less 
efficient and potentially also more unsafe.



Using the Learning from Normal Work data from 5 rigs

163 observations of positive practice

71 Learning Cards

On board Learning 
Teams

Meetings and 
discussions about

safety

Recommendations
Training of new 
personnel and 

leadership training

Sharing with the whole
fleet



The Learning Material:
Learning Cards & Positive Examples



The Learning from Normal Work project

Learning from 
Normal Work 
Studies & 
observations

Learnings and 
insights
Learning material
Learning Cards
Positive Examples

Existing tools
• Toolbox Talks
• Safety meetings
• Active Cards
• After Action 

Reviews
• Procedures & 

guidelines
• Control of Work

Learning Teams
• Generic
• Theme based

Training
• Leadership 

training
• Ramp-up of new 

crew

Results and effects
• Better 

performance
• Safe and efficient 

behaviors
• Reflection-in-

action (System 2)
• Building capacity
• Continuous 

improvements
• Procedural 

compliance

Production of learning material:
The human factors team and a specially 
trained group of Safety Professionals

Implementation and use 
of the learning material:

On board leaders and Safety 
Professionals in general





Learning Card #0049
Waiting outside the red zone

What happened?

• Crew on the drill floor practiced an active waiting when 
not working inside the red zone but standing by outside 
the red zone

• They were observing movements of equipment, looking 
up in the derrick and maintaining eye contact with the 
Driller’s Cabin

Discussion questions:

• Why is this a good idea?

• How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• How can it be used in other situations?

• Are there any other things they could do while 
waiting?



Positive Example #0049
Waiting outside the red zone

What happened?

• Crew on the drill floor practiced an active waiting when not working 
inside the red zone but standing by outside the red zone

• They were observing movements of equipment, looking up in the 
derrick and maintaining eye contact with the Driller’s Cabin

Why is this a good idea?

• The crew use the waiting time to stay alert and in their System 2 
mode (reflection-in-action) and to update their situation awareness.

• Waiting becomes an important job and not just passive waste of 
time.

How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• The crew keep their eyes on the process and any unforeseen 
events, mistakes and issues with equipment and they are ready to 
“stop the job” if necessary.

• The crew keep their eyes on personnel entering Red Zone.



Other Learning Card 
examples



The ”Stop and Think” barrier
What happened?

• The border between the Red Zone 1 and Red Zone 2 is 
marked by a red line on the drill floor

• On this day, both zone 1 and zone 2 was active and zone 2 
could not be used as a safe area

• Work was prepared and in the discussion in the toolbox talk 
it was agreed to set up a piece of tape as a “stop and think 
barrier” 

Discussion questions:

• Why is this a good idea?

• How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• How can it be used in other situations?



Finding the best place to spot

What happened?

• During the TBT the driller asked the crew to find the best 
place to spot equipment during a job, also if they needed to 
spend some time finding the best place.

Discussion questions:

• Why is this a good idea?

• How does this contribute to the safety in the process?

• How can it be used in other situations?



What did we learn about safety 
on a general level?

• Safety is added to the processes on board through small 
details in people’s way of communicating, their interaction 
and behavior and small features in the design of 
technology and workplace.

• Flexibility and adjusting to the situation is essential for 
safe communication, interaction and use of technology. 
There is no such thing as one size fits all.



What did we learn about 
interacting with the crews we 
observed?
• The psychological safety and the comfort of the people 

being observed in their work situations should have the 
highest priority, especially when coming from a Safety-I 
tradition where the focus has been on failures and non-
compliance.

• People being observed will start to open up after the 
observers have had informal conversations and spent 
time with them



The Learning Teams format



The Learning from Normal Work project

Learning from 
Normal Work 
Studies & 
observations

Learnings and 
insights
Learning material
Learning Cards
Positive Examples

Existing tools
• Toolbox Talks
• Safety meetings
• Active Cards
• After Action 

Reviews
• Procedures & 

guidelines
• Control of Work

Learning Teams
• Generic
• Theme based

Training
• Leadership 

training
• Ramp-up of new 

crew

Results and effects
• Better 

performance
• Safe and efficient 

behaviors
• Reflection-in-

action (System 2)
• Building capacity
• Continuous 

improvements
• Procedural 

compliance

Production of learning material:
The human factors team and a specially 
trained group of Safety Professionals

Implementation and use 
of the learning material:

On board leaders and Safety 
Professionals in general



Different methods for learning

Top-down Bottom-up
Passive Active / Interactive

Listening Reflecting
Teaching Learning

Prescriptive (telling what to do) Asking questions
System 1 System 2



Different methods for learning

Top-down Bottom-up
Passive Active / Interactive

Listening Reflecting
Teaching Learning

Prescriptive (telling what to do) Asking questions
System 1 System 2



The 3 steps in the program: 
Testing and validating with personnel in the frontline

1. LfNW Theory and Method. This is an introduction to the Learning from Normal Work concepts and 

method including the Learning Teams format.

2. Learning Teams leaders. This is a 1-hour Learning Teams session for leaders where we will be the 

facilitators. Topic will be System 1 and System 2 combined with selected Learning Cards. Leaders 

participating in this will get the hands-on experience of the format and at the same time be introduced to 

the System 1 and System 2 concepts.

3. Learning Teams crew. This is a Learning Teams session, e.g., 10-60 minutes, where the leaders will host 

and facilitate a session for their own team with our support. This is the opportunity to bring what have been 
learned and experienced during (1) and (2) into practice. 



Summary and takeaways



What have we done?

• We have tested and evaluated the Learning from Normal 
Work (Safety-II) method on board five Noble rigs since 
August 2022 including drill ships, jack-ups and semi-
submersible rigs

• The scope was to look for positive examples of safe 
practice and to change the narrative about safety 
from only talking about safety as the absence of incidents 
to include talking about safety as the positive presence of 
a quality and capacity

• We have collected163 observations of positive practices 
which are adding safety to the work processes

• We have primarily looked at work on the drill floor, but 
we have also looked at, e.g., lifting operations and 
maintenance



How can we describe the 
overall success of the project?

• The project was an eye-opener for the involved rigs, 
leaders and crews who were introduced to a new 
narrative about safety.

• We managed to create learning material which can be 
used in positive discussions about safety.

• The material can be used to inspire across rigs, for 
introduction of new people and for general inspiration in 
the organization.



What did we learn about safety 
on a general level?

• Safety is added to the processes on board through small 
details in people’s way of communicating, their 
interaction and behavior and small features in the design 
of technology and workplace.

• Flexibility and being able to adjust to the situation is 
essential for safe communication, interaction and use of 
technology. There is no such thing as “one size fits all”.



What did we learn about the 
Learning from Normal Work 
method?
• The focus on positive behaviors of the crew has an 

element of positive reinforcement. The crew experience 
that their performance is positive and creates safety.

• An observation is a probe or sample taken in time and 
space which can illustrate a point, but it does not 
necessarily represent the practice of all people in any 
given situation.

• You must have observational skills and experience to 
capture good observations. This is more important for the 
observations than the technical background of the 
observer.

• We are still getting new observations after visiting five 
rigs.



What did we learn about 
interacting with the crews we 
observed?
• The psychological safety and the comfort of the people 

being observed in their work situations should have the 
highest priority, especially when coming from a Safety-I 
tradition where the focus has been on failures and non-
compliance.

• People being observed will start to open up after the 
observers have had informal conversations and spent 
time with them



Thank you for listening!

Thomas Koester

tkoester@noblecorp.com
tsk@forcetechnology.com
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